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Grade 4 - Unit 9 

Vocabulary 

Choose the right answer: 

1. My school is (close - far - quiet - different) to my house. We go on foot. 

2. Ali raised his hand to (ask - need - go - close) a question. 

3. Any (planets - stars - questions - skies)? I'm ready to answer. 

4. There are eight (planets - worlds - years - questions) and the earth is one of them. 

5. We sat (close - around - far - different) the table and started to play. 

6. The teacher asked many (planets - stars - questions - skies). I answered two. 

7. The teacher gave me cool stickers because I answered all the (planets - footprints - 

questions - skies). 

8. You should stop at the red line. You can't go (farther - smaller - larger - bigger). 

9. Not all the planets are the same. They are (large - far - different - quiet). 

10. We live on the (moon - sun - earth - star). It's our planet. 

11. We can see stars in the (planet - question - sky - moon). 

12. Every (year - planet - sky - star) we travel to Dubai. 

13. At the (Planetarium - question - sky - star) we can know more about the planets. 

14. This size is very small. Can I have the (round - close - large - quiet) one? 

15. Look at the (sun - Earth - sky - question). The stars are so beautiful. 
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Grammar 

Choose the right answer: 

1. How many planets (am - is - are - was) there? 

2. There (am - is - are - was) eight planets. 

3. We (live - were living - lived - living) on the earth. 

4. All the planets (go - went - goes - going) around the sun. 

5. How long does the Earth (take - takes - took - taking) to go around the sun? 

6. The Earth (take - takes - took - taking) one year go around the sun. 

7. There (am - is - are - was) a big supermarket near our house. 

8. Some planets are (big - bigger - the biggest - small) than the Earth. 

9. The sun is (close - closer - far - the closest) star to the Earth. 

10. Haya is (tall – the tallest - taller - tallest) girl in the class. 

11. My father is (old - older - oldest – the oldest) in the family. 

12. Summer is (hot - hotter – the hottest - hottest) than spring. 

13. The sun is a very (the hottest- hot - hotter - hottest) star. 

14. The sun is (hot - hotter – the hottest - hottest) star. 

15. No star is (hot - hotter – the hottest- hottest) than the sun. 

16. How (many -much - long - far) planets are there? 

17. How (big - many -much - long) does the Earth take to go around the sun? 

18. (How - Which - Where - Who) planet is the largest? 

19. We live (at - on - from - to) the Earth. 

20. We can learn (to - in - at - about) the planets in the planetarium. 

 


